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Equilibrium and levitation of dust in a collisional plasma with ionization

S. V. Vladimirov* and N. F. Cramer
Department of Theoretical Physics, School of Physics, The University of Sydney, New South Wales 2006, Australia

~Received 23 February 2000; revised manuscript received 11 April 2000!

The equilibrium, stability, and trapping of dust particles associated with vertical motions in the plasma
sheath and presheath are calculated, taking into account the dependence of the variables~such as dust charge,
ion flow velocity, etc.! on the local position in the sheath or presheath region of a collisional plasma with an
ionization source. It is demonstrated that an increase of the rate of ionization considerably influences the
equilibrium positions of dust grains, shifting them toward the electrode as well as increasing the maximum
possible~equilibrium! levitation grain size.

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Zb, 52.25.Vy, 52.35.Fp, 52.40.Hf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structures formed by charged dust grains in a lo
temperature weakly ionized plasma have attracted cons
able recent interest, associated primarily with the first exp
ments on ‘‘dust-plasma crystals’’@1–5# as well as later with
other self-organized formations such as dust clou
‘‘drops,’’ ‘‘voids,’’ etc. @6–13#. Under typical laboratory
conditions, dust particles are negatively charged and usu
levitate in the sheath or presheath region under the balanc
gravitational, electrostatic~due to the sheath electric field!,
and plasma~such as the ion drag! forces. The ion flow, in
addition to a direct~dragging! influence which can be one o
the major forces supporting the formation of dust vo
@9,10#, is also responsible for the generation of associa
collective plasma processes that can strongly affect the
tical arrangement of the grains, not only in the case of
personic flows when a wake field is generated@14–17#, but
also in the case of subsonic velocities of plasma ions@18,19#.
On the other hand, molecular dynamic simulations@20# have
clearly demonstrated a sequence of phase transitions as
ated with vertical arrangements of dust grains when
strength of the confining~in the vertical dimension! para-
bolic potential is changed. The vertical positioning of t
dust grains is directly connected with the possible equi
rium of the system.

It is well known that the charge of dust particles, which
one of the most important characteristics for the trapping
interaction of dust grains, appears as a result of various
cesses in the surrounding plasma, mainly~under typical labo-
ratory conditions! due to electron and ion current onto th
grain surfaces~see, e.g., Ref.@21#!. Thus the first step in any
research on properties of dust in a plasma is the adeq
description of the surrounding plasma. Here, we note tha
general, there are two situations of interest:~i! the dust par-
ticles do not affect significantly the properties of the plas
they are embedded in~this usually corresponds to low num
ber densities of the dust component, i.e., to a lower num
of dust particles!, and ~ii ! the dust component is relativel
dense, thus changing significantly the field and density
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tributions of the surrounding plasma. Note that the seco
case corresponds to such interesting self-organized d
plasma structures as voids and clouds in the dust-pla
sheaths@9–12#.

In this paper, we are mainly concerned with a plasma w
a rarefied dust component, i.e., we are assuming that
charges and electric fields do not change the plasma pa
eters significantly. We therefore consider the case of es
tially isolated dust grains~the intergrain distance exceeds th
plasma Debye length!, with a low total number of dust par
ticles. Thus the first step in our study is the modeling
those plasma regions where we expect the dust particles t
trapped, the sheath and presheath regions of the discha

Due to relatively high neutral gas pressures~often more
than 50 mTorr for typical dust-plasma experiments!, the
laboratory plasma is strongly influenced by the effects
ion-neutral collisions. Thus the simplest mathematical
proach relevant for collisionless plasmas@22–24# is not fully
appropriate in this case. On the other hand, the correct
scription of collisional effects involves the speed of the i
flow and therefore naturally depends on the properties of
region ~sheath or presheath! we are interested in. While in
the sheath region, where the speed of the ion flow is
pected to exceed the ion sound velocity, a simple appro
mation@25# describing ion-neutral collisions can be used,
the total presheath/sheath region more sophisticated
proaches are necessary@26,27#. In this paper, we use an ad
vanced model of momentum transfer between the ion
neutral species, which describes ion-neutral collisions on
basis of kinetic theory, without semiempirical approxim
tions @28#.

Another important issue is the rate of ionization. It w
demonstrated experimentally~see, e.g.,@9,11#! that an in-
crease of the ionization rate leads to an increased size o
dust-free void region, moving the equilibrium position of th
dust cloud closer to the electrodes. Thus we expect that, e
in the case of dust in a plasma with a negligible influence
the dust on the plasma and sheath parameters, the eq
rium positions of the grains are affected by the ionizati
rate. Therefore we also include plasma ionization in o
equations.

Previously, various models of dust levitation in the low
temperature plasma discharge sheath region were num
cally considered~see, e.g.,@12,29–33#!. Note that the previ-
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PRE 62 2755EQUILIBRIUM AND LEVITATION OF DUST IN A . . .
ous models deal with the collisionless@32,33# or collisional
@12# fluid cases without ionization, the kinetic~i.e., coupled
Poisson-Vlasov equations! case@31# without collisions in the
vicinity of a dust grain, particle-in-cell simulations@30# of a
uniform, steady state dc plasma where plasma particle lo
are assumed to be exactly balanced by a constant ioniza
source, or a hybrid model@29# combining Monte Carlo with
fluid simulation, with the latter ignoring the equations
motion of the plasma particles. In this paper, we presen
self-consistent fluid model of~rarefied! dust levitation and
equilibrium in a collisional plasma sheath taking into a
count plasma ionization.

Possible vertical motions of the dust can lead to the d
ruption of the equlibrium position of the grains. Note th
most of the previous analytical models considering verti
lattice vibrations@34,35#, as well as numerical models stud
ing phase transitions@20# in the dust-plasma system, dea
with dust grains of a constant charge. Recently@33#, we
demonstrated that the dependence of the dust particle ch
on the sheath parameters has an important effect on the
cillations and equilibrium of dust grains in the vertical plan
leading to a disruption of the equilibrium position of th
particle and a corresponding transition to a different verti
arrangement. However, we used the simplest model of a
lisionless plasma sheath, with supersonic velocities of the
flow. In this paper, we study the whole range of possi
velocities of the ion flow, treating the sheath problem se
consistently and investigating possible dust trapping as w
as the disruption of the equilibrium that may occur at vario
positions corresponding to not only supersonic, but also s
sonic, ion flow velocities at the position of the dust grain
a collisional plasma with an ionization source.

II. PLASMA MODEL

The plasma consists of electrons and singly charged i
with a uniform background neutral gas. The dust grains
assumed to have no effect on the sheath and presheath
ture. We consider the one-dimensional configurat
sketched in Fig. 1: the electrode, which is supposed to b
the constant potential27 V, is located at the origin of the
reference frame; the end of the simulation volume is atz0
outside the sheath. All variables of interest are functions
the distancez, namely, the sheath potentialw(z) and the
electric field E(z)5 ẑE(z)52zdw(z)/dz, the speedvi(z)
5 ẑv i(z) and densityni(z) of the ion flow, and the electron

FIG. 1. Sketch of the one-dimensional simulation configuratio
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density ne(z), which is supposed to be Boltzmann distri
uted,

ne~z!5n0 expS ew~z!

Te
D , ~1!

wheree is the electron charge,n0 is the electron~as well as
ion! number density in the plasma bulk (z>z0), andTe is the
electron temperature in energy units~such that the Boltz-
mann constant is unity!. Note that for simplicity we assume
that the electron temperature is constant in the whole reg
of interest.

The sheath potential is determined by Poisson’s equa
which, using Eq.~1!, we write as

d2w~z!

dz2
54pen0FexpS ew~z!

Te
D2

ni~z!

n0
G . ~2!

In this model, we neglect the total charge contributed by
dust grains~i.e., we assume the dust number density to
small!.

The ion dynamics is governed by the continuity and m
mentum equations. The continuity equation for the ions ta
into account plasma production; the main mechanism of i
ization is assumed to be electron impact ionization, so t
the continuity equation is

d

dz
@ni~z!v i~z!#5n ionne~z!. ~3!

Here,n ion is the plasma ionization frequency, which is pr
portional to the neutral gas density and varies exponenti
with the inverse ofTe , as well as depending on the atom
parameters of the neutral gas@36#; for argon gas it has the
form

n ion5531028nn exp~215.8/Te!, ~4!

wheren ion is independent ofz since we assumeTe and the
neutral gas density to be uniform;nn is measured in cm23

andTe in eV. Below, we assume that the neutral backgrou
density is kept constant, so that the variation in the ionizat
frequency is connected with the change in the electron t
perature~see Table I!.

TABLE I. The main plasma parameters in the numerical co
putation.

Definition Notation Value

Electron temperature Te 1.6; 2.0; 2.9 eV
Electron bulk density n0 109 cm23

Neutral density nn 331015 cm23

Neutral temperature Tn 0.025
Ion temperature Ti 0.025
Ion mass~argon! mi 40318363me

Electron Debye length lDe 297.3; 332.5; 400.3mm
Ion Debye length lDi 37.17 mm

Ion plasma frequency vpi 6.583106 s21

Ionization frequency n ion 0.001; 0.01; 0.13vpi

Collision frequency n̄E
0.1073vpi
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TABLE II. The boundary conditions for the numerical computation.

Ionization frequency End of simulation Electric potential Electric field Ion flow veloc
n ion /vpi z5z0 ~units of lDi) ew/Te at z5z0 2dz(ew/Te) at z5z0 v i /vTi at z5z0

0.001 813.05 20.0001 20.0001 0.25
0.01 294.56 20.0001 20.0001 0.25
0.1 113.32 20.0001 20.0001 0.25
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The momentum equation for the plasma ions is written

miv i~z!
dv i~z!

dz
52e

dw~z!

dz
2Fcoll~z!, ~5!

whereFcoll(z) is the momentum transfer rate between io
and neutrals, and the main mechanism for the ion-neu
collisions is considered to be charge exchange. Calculat
on the basis of plasma kinetic theory, which allow for io
speeds comparable to the ion thermal speed, give the fol
ing expression forFcoll @28#:

Fcoll5 n̄Ef ~d!v i . ~6!

Hered5uv i u/A2vTi(11Tn /Ti)
1/2, n̄E is the average charg

exchange collision frequency

n̄E5
8

3
A2

p
qEnnvTiS 11

Tn

Ti
D 1/2

, ~7!

and qE is the characteristic charge exchange momen
transfer cross section, which is practically constant a
equals approximately 3310215cm2 @37# over the range of
ion energies from 0.1 to 2 eV, which is of the most inter
for us here. Furthermore,nn in Eq. ~7! is the density of the
neutral gas~argon!, vTi5(Ti /mi)

1/2 is the ion thermal veloc-
ity, andTi (n) is the ion~neutral! temperature. In our consid
eration, we assumenn , Ti , andTn to be uniform, i.e., inde-
s
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pendent of the positionz with respect to the electrode
Finally, the functionf (d) in Eq. ~6! is given by@28#,

f ~d!5
3

8d3 F S d31
d

2Dexp~2d2!1
Ap

d S d51d32
d

4Derf~d!G .
~8!

For smalld ~low ion speeds!, Fcoll is proportional to the ion
speed, while for larged ~high ion speeds!, the approximation
made in Ref.@25#, Fcoll is proportional to the square of th
ion speed. The latter case applies in the sheath region in
calculations reported here, but not necessarily in the pla
bulk region.

Assuming the electrode has a potential of27 V, typical
of dust plasma experiments, Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~5! are numeri-
cally integrated to give the dependence of the potential,
thence of the sheath electric field, onz. Table I gives the
values of the plasma parameters chosen in our nume
simulations@as well as some characteristic values which
calculated on their basis, i.e., the electron~ion! Debye
lengths lDe( i )5(Te( i )/4pn0e2)1/2 and the ion plasma fre
quency vpi5(4pn0e2/mi)

1/2 in the plasma bulk#. The
boundary conditions are chosen as those given in Table
note that we also havene(z0)5ni(z0)5n0.

The results for the electrostatic potential and for the el
tric field are given in Fig. 2, where we present three sets
figures corresponding to different ratios of the ionization f
zontal
ld
FIG. 2. The dependence of the plasma potentialw(z) @in V, ~a1!–~c1!# and the electric fieldE(z) @in V/cm, ~a2!–~c2!#, on the distance
h5z/lDi ~in units of the ion Debye length for all figures! from the electrode.~a1!,~a2! correspond ton ion /vpi50.1, ~b1!,~b2! correspond to
n ion /vpi50.01, and~c1!,~c2! correspond ton ion /vpi50.001. The plasma parameters are presented in Table I. The vertical and hori
lines in the figures indicate the points where the ion flow velocity equals the ion sound velocityvs ; the corresponding values of electric fie
and potential relevant for Fig. 2 are given in Table III.
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TABLE III. The characteristic numbers for Fig. 2.

Ionization Position where ion Electric field Electric field Potentia
frequency flow speed5vs at the electrode atv i5vs at v i5vs

n ion /vpi ~units of lDi) ~units of V/cm! ~units of V/cm! ~units of V!

0.1 38.56 2152.9 261.3 21.66
0.01 38.38 282.1 239.5 22.64
0.001 32.93 246.2 229.4 24.10
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quency to the ion plasma frequencyn ion /vpi , viz., 0.1, 0.01,
and 0.001, respectively. The first case corresponds to hig
Te and input power. The vertical and horizontal lines in t
figures indicate the points where the ion flow velocity equ
the ion sound velocityvs ; the corresponding values of ele
tric field and potential relevant for Fig. 2 are given in Tab
III.

The dependences of the velocity of the ion flowv i(z) and
the ion flux ni(z)v i(z) on the distance from the electrod
found from Eq.~5!, for the potential and field distributions o
Fig. 2, are presented in Fig. 3. Again the vertical and ho
zontal lines in the figures indicate the points where the
flow velocity equals the ion sound velocityvs ; the corre-
sponding ion flux, as well as other characteristic parame
relevant for Fig. 3, are given in Table IV.

We see that for the region where the ion velocity Ma
number~relative to the ion sound velocityvs! exceeds unity
~this corresponds, for the chosen plasma parameters, tv i

.vs;10vTi), the ion flux is almost constant. Moreove
comparing with Fig. 2, we see that this region correspond
an almost linear electric field dependence on the dista
from the electrode, resembling the collisionless sheath mo
~which we discussed in@33#! where the region of almos
linear dependence of the electric field is, however, limited
somewhat higher velocities of the flow.
est
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III. CHARGE AND EQUILIBRIUM
OF A DUST GRAIN

The chargeQ of the dust particles~which is dependent on
the plasma parameters, in particular, on the local elec
sheath potential and the velocity of the ion flow! is found
from the condition of zero total plasma current onto the gr
surface:

I ~Q!5I e~Q!1I i~Q!50. ~9!

Note that, since we are interested in collective processe
the time scale of the characteristic frequencies~of order a
few times 10 s21), which are much lower than the chargin
frequency@38# ~which can be of order 105 s21), we assume
that ~re!charging of dust grains is practically instantaneo
and we therefore neglect the charging dynamics. We n
however, that the latter can be important when consider
possible instabilities of the grain levitation associated w
the charging dynamics@39#.

The electron and ion currents onto the dust grain are
fined by

I a~Q!5(
a

E ea f asa~v,Q!vdv. ~10!
es
tic
FIG. 3. The dependence of the velocityv i(z) @in units ofvTi , ~a1!–~c1!# of the ion flow and the ion fluxni(z)v i(z) @in units ofn0vTi ,
~a2!–~c2!# on the distanceh5z/lDi ~in units of the ion Debye length for all figures! from the electrode.~a1!,~a2! correspond ton ion /vpi

50.1, ~b1!,~b2! correspond ton ion /vpi50.01, and~c1!,~c2! correspond ton ion /vpi50.001. The vertical and horizontal lines in the figur
indicate the points where the ion flow velocity equals the ion sound velocityvs ; the corresponding ion flux, as well as other characteris
parameters relevant for Fig. 3, are given in Table 4.
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TABLE IV. The characteristic numbers for Fig. 3.

Ionization Ion velocity Ion flux Ion flux Position where ion
frequency at the electrode at the electrode atv i5vs flow speed5vTi

n ion /vpi ~units of vTi) ~units of n0vTi) ~units of n0vTi) ~units of lDi)

0.1 18.60 5.8774 5.6946 105.46
0.01 13.73 2.0923 2.0846 224.01
0.001 10.38 0.7529 0.7527 361.00
m
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Here, the subscripta5e,i stands for electrons or ions,ea
and f a are the charge and distribution function of the plas
particles, withee52ei[2e, v[uvu is the absolute value o
the particle speedv, and sa is the charging cross section
which in the orbit-limited-motion~OLM! approximation is
given by @40#

sa55 pa2S 12
2eaQ

amav2D if
2eaQ

amav2
,1

0 if
2eaQ

amav2
>1,

~11!

where a is the radius of the dust particle andma is the
electron or ion mass. The last inequality in Eq.~11! gives a
restriction on the electron charging velocities for negativ
charged dust particles or for the plasma~positive! ions for
positively charged dust grains.

Since the electrons are assumed to be Boltzmann dis
uted@Eq. ~1!#, the electron current~for a negative charge on
the dust grain! is given by

I e~Q!52A8pea2n0ATe

me
expS eQ~z!

aTe
1

ew~z!

Te
D ,

~12!

wherew(z) is the external plasma potential at the position
the dust grain. Note that we neglect possible changes of
electron temperature in the plasma sheath.

In contrast to the electron distribution, we consider shif
Maxwellian ions with the distribution functionf i}exp$2@vz

2vi(z)#
2/vTi

2 %. The intergrain distance is assumed to be
less than the~electron! Debye length, so that the ion trajec
tory is affected by only a single grain. The ion current on
the dust grain in this case can be approximated by

I i5pa2eni~z!v̄ i~z!S 12
2eQ~z!

ami v̄ i
2~z!

D , ~13!

where v̄ i(z)5Av i
2(z)18vTi

2 /p @41#. Thus the charge of a
~negatively charged! dust particle is determined by Eq.~9!,
i.e., by the equation

Ap/8ni~z!v̄ i~z!S 12
2eQ~z!

ami v̄ i
2~z!

D
5n0vTe expS eQ~z!

aTe
1

ew~z!

Te
D , ~14!
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where vTe
2 5Te /me is the squared electron thermal spee

We note that from Eq.~14! the charge can become zero for
strong enough sheath potential, such that the ion cur
dominates. This means that the dust particle cannot levi

FIG. 4. The dependence of the chargeq52(Q/e)31023 of the
dust grain, of radiusa54 mm, on the grain positionh5z/lDi .
Here we have~a! n ion /vpi50.1, ~b! n ion /vpi50.01, and ~c!
n ion /vpi50.001. The characteristic values of the charge at vari
positions, as well as the position for the maximum possible cha
are summarized in Table V. The vertical and horizontal lines in
cate the position of maximum charge, and the charge wherev i

5vs .
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TABLE V. The characteristic numbers for the dust charge calculation~Fig. 4!.

Ionization Charge at the Maximum Position Charge at the Charge at th
frequency electrode possible charge ofqmax positionv i5vs positionv i5vTi

n ion /vpi q0 ~units of 103e) qmax (units of 103e) zqm ~units of lDi) qvs ~units of 103e) qvT ~units of 103e)

0.1 (2) 27.19 56.77 24.84 20.11
0.01 1.64 18.96 67.77 16.46 14.72
0.001 3.46 14.91 83.60 11.31 12.14
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and must fall onto the electrode~see the discussion in Re
@33#!. Numerical solutions of Eq.~14! for the charge of a
dust particle, as a function of the particle positionz, are
presented in Fig. 4, for the example of a dust grain of rad
a54 mm. Here the profiles off(z), v i(z), andni(z) found
in Sec. II have been used. The characteristic values of
charge at various positions, as well as the position for
maximum possible charge, are summarized in Table V.
vertical and horizontal lines indicate the position of ma
mum charge, and the charge wherev i5vs @Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!,
and 4~c!#. An extra line in Fig. 4~a! indicates that in genera
there are two positions for a charge of less than the m
mum charge.

It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the higher is the inp
power ~i.e., the higherTe andn ion), the stronger are the ion
fluxes, and, correspondingly, the lower is the size of
negative charge on a grain placed very close to the electr
Note that the dust charge can even become positive; in
casen ion50.1vpi , the dust charge becomes positive near
electrode, with the result that no~equilibrium! levitation is
possible. The maximum possible size of the charge is la
for a higher level of ionization rate; the position of the ma
mum charge size becomes closer to the electrode as the
ization rate increases. We note also that the negative grad
of the equilibrium charge@i.e., dQ(z)/dz,0)# can lead to an
instability of dust particles with respect to their vertical o
cillations due to delayed charging@39#.

For a particle levitating in the sheath field, the force a
ing on the grain includes the sheath electrostatic force,
ion drag force, and gravity:

F~z!5Q~z!E~z!2Fi ,dr~z!2mdg, ~15!

where the ion drag forceFi ,dr(z)5Fi ,dr
col (z)1Fi ,dr

orb(z) includes
two components@41,42#, the collection forceFi ,dr

col (z) and the
orbit force Fi ,dr

orb(z). The collection force is associated wit
the dust charging process, and in the OLM approximat
can be written as

Fi ,dr
col ~z!5pa2mi v̄ i~z!v i~z!S 12

2eQ~z!

ami v̄ i
2~z!

D . ~16!

The orbit force, which corresponds to the momentum tra
fer during the Coulomb collision, is given by

Fi ,dr
orb~z!54pe2Q2~z!

ni~z!v i~z!

mi v̄ i
3~z!

L, ~17!

whereL' ln(lD /a) is the Coulomb logarithm, andlD is the
plasma Debye length.
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Note that the force~15! includes thez dependence of the
grain chargeQ, since we assume instantaneous transfer
charge onto and off the dust grain at any grain position in
sheath, such that Eq.~14! is always satisfied. The balance o

FIG. 5. The dependence of the size of the dust grain~in mm!,
levitating in the sheath electric field, on its positionh5z/lDi . Here
we have~a! n ion /vpi50.1, ~b! n ion /vpi50.01, and~c! n ion /vpi

50.001. The lines correspond to various sizes of dust grains: a
example,a54 mm, as well as the maximum possible sizes, and
sizes corresponding to a grain levitating at the position where
Mach number of the ion flow is unity~i.e., atv i5vs), as summa-
rized in Table VI.
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TABLE VI. The characteristic numbers for the dust grain radius and the position of dust levitation~Fig. 5!.

Ionization Maximum Position of the Radius of the Positions Unstable positio
frequency grain radius grainamax grain atv i5vs of a grain of radius of the grain
n ion /vpi amax (mm) zam ~units oflDi) avs(mm) 4mm ~units oflDi) avs ~units of lDi)

0.1 12.77 24.93 10.92 58.14~2.93! 12.97
0.01 8.11 26.55 7.57 64.11~0.78! 15.89
0.001 5.62 28.87 5.60 66.41~0.43! 24.93
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forces in the vertical direction is

Q~z!E~z!5mdg1Fi ,dr~z!. ~18!

Solution of this equation together with the charging equat
~14! gives the dependence of the charge of the grain, lev
ing in the sheath electric field, as a function of its size. F
the levitating dust particle, there is therefore a one-to-o
correspondence of its size to its equilibrium position of le
tation in the sheath, as shown in Fig. 5. Here, we have
plotted the lines corresponding to various sizes of d
grains: as an example,a54 mm, as well as the maximum
possible sizes, and the sizes corresponding to a grain lev
ing at the position where the Mach number of the ion flow
unity ~i.e., atv i5vs), as summarized in Table VI. Note tha
there are no equilibrium solutions fora.amax, the latter
being a function of the ionization rate~see Table VI!. The
absence of an equilibrium means that the particles with s
sizes will fall down onto the electrode.

From Fig. 5 and Table VI, we see that the greater is
ionization rate, the closer is the equilibrium position of
levitating dust grain to the electrode. This fact agrees w
experimental observations~e.g.,@9,11#! showing that the size
of a dust void is directly proportional to the ionization rat
The void corresponds to a dust-free region where the e
tron impact ionization rate is relatively high, producing
outward electric field and ion flow, thus dragging the du
particles outward. In the case discussed in this pape
higher ionization rate again gives a stronger ion flow, dr
ging the dust grain closer to the electrode. Note that if th
are two positions for a grain of a given radius~e.g., 4mm in
Fig. 5!, the one with a negative derivativeda(z)/dz is stable,
while the one with a positive derivative is unstable~see also
the next section!. We also note that the maximum possib
radius for grain levitation increases with increase of the i
ization rate, and its position also shifts closer to the el
trode. Finally, we see that the smaller is the ionization ra
the smaller is the maximum possible sizeamax of a grain
capable of levitating, and therefore the greater is the prop
tion of dust~if there is a dispersion of grain sizes! levitating
in the region of subsonic ion flow velocities, i.e., in th
presheath region.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is instructive to find the total potential energy, relativ
to the electrode position, of a single dust particle of giv
size at the positionz in the sheath electric field:
n
t-
r
e
-
o
t

at-

h

e

h

.
c-

t
a
-
e

-
-
,

r-

n

U tot~z!52E
0

z

dz8@Q~z8!E~z8!2Fi ,dr~z8!2mdg#.

~19!

Note that the total energy in this case contains not only
electrostatic energyQ(z)w(z), but also terms associate
with dQ/dw which represent, because of the openness of
system, the work of external forces that change the d
charge. The dependence of the total potential energy on
distance from the electrode is shown in Fig. 6.

We see that the potential has a maximum and a minim
corresponding to the two equilibrium positions found in Se
III. The minimum ~the stable equilibrium! disappears ifa
.amax @the curve~1! in Fig. 6#. Other effects that have bee
neglected here, such as an electron temperature increa
toward the electrode, may serve to increase the nega
charge on a grain, and so preserve an equilibrium. The c
cal ~maximum possible for levitation! radius appears also in
Fig. 5; for decreasing ionization rate,amax also decreases
~see Table VI!. For a.amax, the minimum of the potentia
energy curve disappears, thus indicating that there is no e
librium position for such grain sizes.

Thus for a collisional plasma with an ionization sourc
for a grain sizea less than the critical radiusamax, there is a
stable equilibrium position close to~or in! the presheath; for
sufficiently high input powers~within a certain range of
grain sizes, see Fig. 5!, there can also be an unstable eq
librium position deeper inside the sheath. Fora greater than
the critical radiusamax, there is no equilibrium position
Note that possible vertical oscillations about the stable eq
librium may develop high amplitudes, thus leading to a f
of the oscillating grain onto the electrode when the poten
barrier is overcome~see Fig. 6!.

Here, we would like to discuss how the change of t
ionization power can affect dust size distributions in an e
periment. Suppose that we start with a low ionization pow
and thenincreaseit in the process of the experiment. Sinc
the maximum possible size of particles capable of levitat
in this case is onlyincreasing, no change of dust size distri
bution occurs, with dust levitating closer to the electrode
the input power increases. However, if in the next expe
ment wedecreasethe ionization power, the possible size
particles capable of levitating is alsodecreasing, with the
heaviest grains~whose size and, correspondingly, mass
not satisfy the condition for levitation! falling down to the
electrode. Thus the dust size~and mass! distribution can be
changed in this way, leaving only smaller particles levitatin
Note also that another experimental possibility to force b
ger particles~whose sizes are close to the critical one! to fall
down to the electrode is to apply a low-frequency-modula
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voltage~with the frequency close to the resonant frequen
of vertical vibrations of the dust grains around the equil
rium position @33–35#! to the lower electrode, thus forcin
particles to oscillate. When their amplitude~and therefore the
energy of oscillations! becomes large enough to overcom
the potential barrier, cf. Fig. 6, they fall down and therefo
are removed from the sheath region.

We assumed that the dust density is small enough no
influence significantly the plasma parameters~such as elec-
tric field, etc.!. The performed study has also demonstra
some qualitative features of dust trapping and equilibri
for those experiments~e.g., on void formation@9,11#! where
the dust density is higher. We can therefore qualitativ
conclude that the effects of single particle trapping and eq
librium are important also for the levitation of dust distrib
tions. For dust clouds, there are several physical effects
portant for particle trapping and equilibrium, among whi
are the change of the plasma electric field, density, etc.,

FIG. 6. The total interaction energyU tot as a function of the
distanceh5z/lDi from the electrode for the different sizes of a du
particle and the different ionization rates:~a! n ion /vpi50.1, ~b!
n ion /vpi50.01, and~c! n ion /vpi50.001. The curves correspond
~1! a5amax11mm; ~2! a5amax; ~3! a5avs ; and~4! a54 mm. See
also Fig. 5 and Table VI.
y
-

to

d

y
i-

-

s-

tributions due to the charged dust cloud@10,12#, and the
change~decrease! of the charge of a dust particle due to th
presence of neighboring grains in the cloud@43,44#. The
quantitative answer to the question of the differences
tween a dense dust cloud and isolated dust particle trap
can be given only after the corresponding theory for the d
distributions is developed.

Another issue is the influence of the ion flow effects
the stability and equilibrium of dust grains. For an adequ
description of the effects of ion wake formation@14–16#, a
treatment taking into account plasma ion kinetics is nec
sary. The hydrodynamic model studied here is not able
take those effects into account. However, it is physica
clear that for a monolayer dust distribution~in the plane of
the electrode! the wake effects are not important. On th
other hand for a highly collisional plasma the wake effe
are not strong if the ion-neutral mean free path is of the or
of the plasma Debye length, when the ion focusing is de
bilized by frequent ion-neutral collisions. Similarly, for su
ficiently dense dust distributions the plasma ion kinetics c
be effective only for a layer near the dust-cloud–void boun
ary, of the order of the ion-dust~or the ion-neutral, which-
ever is smaller! mean free path. However, a comprehens
theory of the wake formation in collisional plasmas, f
those situations when estimations may predict consider
wake effects, does not exist at the moment.

In our calculations, we assumed the major influence
the ionization source to be the plasma electron temperat
and kept the neutral density constant for all runs. One of
reasons for such a choice is that according to Eq.~4! the
effective ionization frequency varies exponentially with t
inverse ofTe and is only directly proportional to the neutra
gas density. Thus for relatively small changes of the elect
temperature we have two orders of magnitude change in
effective ionization frequency; cf. Table I. Note that the a
sociated change of the dust particle charges is not so se
tive to the electron temperature~see Fig. 4!. Varying the
electron temperature but keeping the neutral number den
constant, for a collisional weakly ionized plasma, effective
means changing the input power while keeping the press
constant, since the neutral temperature does not differ m
from the room temperature in this case. On the other han
is also possible to check the ionization effects of varying
neutral density@which does not directly appear in the char
ing equation~9! and is therefore expected to less direc
affect the grain charges#, which corresponds to varying th
ionization input power together with the pressure of the d
charge.

A complete model, which is beyond the scope of th
paper, would include the whole calculation of the discha
parameters as functions of the input power, taking into
count changes of both the neutral density and the pla
electron temperature. In the model considered here, we
sumed that the temperatures of plasma electrons and ion
constant in the simulation region. Note that more comp
cated models of plasma discharges@45–47# take into account
the dependence of the temperatures on the distance from
electrode. For a dusty plasma, this is a subject for fut
studies: e.g., our model can be further complicated by
inclusion of extra equations for the balance of the tempe
tures of plasma electrons and ions. Note that in this case
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physics of the electrostatic dust-plasma interactions in
sheath region can include extra forces of a thermophor
type due to the plasma particle temperature gradients@48#.

To conclude, we have demonstrated that the charge, p
tion, and trapping of dust grains levitating in a collision
plasma with an ionization source, in the electric field o
horizontal negatively biased electrode, strongly depend
the parameters of the plasma as well as on the input po
r-

s

,

.

s.

s.

u-
e
ic

si-
l

n
er.

The dependence of the grain charge on its position is cru
for the stability, equilibrium, and trapping of the du
particles.
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